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• Some History

- Acquisition based formation

- Lack of  consistency – new golf  shirts every 2 years

- Operational efficiency focus

- Accidents a cost of  doing business



• Key Milestones

- Previous I-Rate in the mid “50’s”

- DriveCam adoption

- 5 Guiding Values

- Servant Leadership

- Expectations



Communication – The First Level of  Engagement

Verbal Communication

– Verbal communication seems like the most obvious of  the different types of  communication.

- Tips for effective verbal communication:  

1. Think before you speak

2. Be clear and concise

3. Be an active listener

4. Be aware of  non-verbal cues

5. Think about the perspective of  your audience



Communication – The First Level of  Engagement

Non Verbal Cues

- Arguably the most important form of  communication is what you don’t say.

- The human face is extremely expressive, able to convey countless emotions without saying a word

- The way you listen, look, move, and react—tell the person you’re communicating with whether or 
not you care, if  you’re being truthful, and how well you are listening.

- Hearing (accidental, involuntary, effortless) 

- Listening (focused, voluntary, intentional)



Communication – The First Level of  Engagement

Visual Communication

– Visual types of  communication include graphs/charts, signs, drawings, etc.

– Why it is important?

- Limited attention

- Efficient and engaging

- Makes an impact on the audience



SWANA – Training engagement through 

WorkDay and in truck Observations

June 9, 2021



Using Workday to keep the training going

• During the past 19+ months we have had to learn by being apart

• Challenge was how to maintain training while staying apart, keep raising our game and improve our 
District

• We have accomplished this through

• WorkDay integration with our training program

• Enhanced One on One time and assessments

• Tied training to our monthly safety bonus

• Tablet messaging

• Cleared any maintenance backlog by having OBA’s flow through maintenance

• Beginning with the early morning 3:00am fit for duty observations and early morning tailgate 
training we have transitioned from group meetings to more effective one on one interactions.  
In addition to individual discussions we have implemented the use of  technology components such 
as the WorkDay app to deliver training courses virtually and our in cab Tablets for two way 
communication of  difficulties at individual calls as well as safety reminders across the tablet screens 
within the specific day.



WorkDay Integration

• 1300 training sessions and counting

• Participation by tying completed training to 
monthly safety bonus

Through the use of  WorkDay and loading relevant 

training topics we have been able to deliver over 1300 

individual training sessions and counting!

Not an easy task when promoting to some people who 

don’t necessarily like computers.

Use of  in building kiosk computers in personal devices 

and tablets keep our training up to date.



Role of  Tablets

Taking our daily, weekly or topics of  

importance and blasting the message 

out through our tablets, television 

screens and Hot Topics boards.  

Much of  our communication 

features “The Rock” and his 

motivational photos as a way to 

attract attention.



OBA’s – an expanded maintenance tool

• Many of  the topics of  importance are communicate at the drivers window in the morning at start-up

• Same topic shared through the OBA’s

• Reinforced by Tablet blasts.



Drivecam

We coach hard to set all of  our 

operators and drivers up for 

behavioral success.

The result is better effectiveness at 

changing behaviors, which leads to a 

decreased weekly events and a lower 

level of  risk acceptance.



This is the result

When all of  the communication is working, you get a team that has pride.  This photo was taken the morning of  Game 

7 last Fall between Toronto and Montreal and speaks to us because of  the effort that it represents.

Our driver has such pride in his Company and his beautiful new truck that he sweet talked his way into the closed court 

in front of  the Leafs Arena.  He waited for the Scotia bank sign to turn blue to match the truck and took this photo of  

his absolutely pristine FL….it does not even have a speck of  dirt on the canopy. This type of  feedback speaks to us that 

people care, that they like their work, have pride and a sense of  ownership and want to show that feeling to others.



SWANA – removal of  silos and the impact 

of  recognition

June 9, 2021



Silos – If  your team is all divided up or crammed into one small 

spot, there is no opportunity for communication



Physical Environment – Complete renovation to open up all areas to 

facilitate conversations and communication



Communication and a better place to work – Enhanced driver receiving 

areas with communication boards and TV’s built in



Recognition – Prominently displayed on boards and tv’s



When we work together we all win!



SWANA– The Integrated Results

June 9, 2021



3 Year journey from “There to Here”…but we all 

know that the journey can never end!



Servant Leadership



Our Attitude – Never Stop Pushing


